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TO OUR CUSTOMERS
This year we celebrate our 20th Anniversary. For those who were here 
to help me open the doors for business on January 4, 1994, it is hard to 
believe two decades have passed. On the inside back cover of this  
catalog you will find our Corporate Statement. We have included it in 
most of our catalogs over the years, but we wrote it before we started 
the company. It mapped our direction when we got started, and it keeps 
our eyes on the road today. If you have never read it, please do.  
It explains who we are and what we believe.  

In the pages opposite this letter, we introduce What’s New for 2014. 
Headlining that section are two new crossbows, the premium level 
Venom™ and the more cost-conscious Shadow Ultra-Lite™.  
Both models rely on a thoughtful blend of existing and new  
technology, and both reflect our customers’ preference for more  
compact and lighter platforms. Check them out in the What’s New  
section and the bow-page spreads, and then visit your dealer to  
experience their great fit, feel, and function.

Do not overlook the last two pages of the catalog’s arrow section.  
They feature our patented all-purpose Omni-Nock™ - introduced last 
year - and our revolutionary, new-for-2014, patent-pending three-piece 
Omni-Brite™ Lighted Nock System. Both eliminate potentially  
dangerous loading accidents common with moon and capture nocks. 
They also prevent flat nock “shoot-over” or “shoot-under” caused by the 
acute string angles of most modern crossbows. 

The NEW Omni-Brite Lighted Nock  
System concept is so unique and  
versatile that it may well change the  
way the industry builds crossbow  
arrows in the future. As an added  
feature, TenPoint arrows fitted  

with all-purpose Omni-Brite  
Nock Systems come packaged  
with transparent moon and  
capture nocks in case your  
bow manufacturer requires  
you to use them. 

As we develop new products,  
we always concentrate on making them  
safer. All 2014 TenPoint models with composite  
stocks now include embedded safety wings  
specifically engineered to help prevent hand injury. 

As we do every year, we plan to spend our 20th working hard,  
listening to our customers, and fulfilling the promises we made in  
our Corporate Statement two decades ago. And, as always, we invite  
you to continue letting us know how we are doing.

Richard L. Bednar – President, CEO & Chairman
TenPoint Crossbow Technologies
Wicked Ridge Crossbows
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Stunningly compact and fast, this NEW high-performance crossbow sports our popular  
FSB™ (Functionally Superior Bullpup) stock, a NEW, shorter 19.9-inch woven  

carbon fiber barrel, and supercharged XLT™ (Xtreme Limb Technology)  
bow assembly. Equipped with NEW HE2™ (Hybrid  
Eccentric 2) Cams and DynaFLIGHT 97 string and  

cables with a hard yoke system, the Venom’s  
185-pound bow assembly launches our  

Pro Lite™ arrow at 372 FPS. At a mere  
6.5-pounds and 13.25-inches axle-to- 

axle when cocked, it is the perfect fit  
for the hunter demanding a light,  

fast, and compact crossbow.

For 2014

Our lightest crossbow to date, the Shadow Ultra-Lite  
features our NEW lightweight 19.6-inch carbon-injected  
polymer barrel and 5.5-ounce carbon injected polymer trigger  
housing. Rubber safety wings, inserted in its popular FSB  
stock, both embed the barrel and help prevent thumb and/or  
finger injury. Powered by jet-black 11-inch IsoTaper™ limbs, MRX™  
cams, and D75™ string and cables, the 180-pound XLT bow assembly  
measures only 13.5-inches axle-to-axle when cocked. At only 34.4-inches long  
and 6.4-pounds, this easy-to-handle, heavy-hitting crossbow shoots 350 FPS with  
our Pro Lite arrow.

For 2014

NEW FOR 2014
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SAFETY WINGS
Our Fusion Lite™ and Functionally Superior Thumbhole™  
(FST) stocks now feature molded safety wings designed to  
help keep the shooter’s fore-grip fingers and thumb safely  
below the flight deck while shooting. The Fusion Lite’s safety wings, 
made from glass reinforced nylon, attach to the stock with PLASTITE® 
TRILOBULAR™ screws. The FST’s rubber wings partially insert into the 
stock’s barrel-receiver and both embed the stock and lock the wings in 
place. With these additions, every post-2013 synthetic TenPoint stock 
is now equipped with a model-specific secondary safety feature that 
helps prevent potentially severe thumb and/or finger injury.

GRIPGUARD™

Originally introduced in 2011, we have modified our semi-transparent,  
snap-on GripGuard with black rubber over-molding for improved gripping  
power and greater aesthetic appeal. The wings at the top of the GripGuard  
help prevent a shooter’s fore-grip fingers and/or thumb from moving above  
the flight deck while shooting the crossbow.

ACUDRAW 50™ 
COVERS
Made from ABS (Acrylonitrile-Butadiene-Styrene), our 
easy-install, sleek NEW ACUdraw 50 covers contour  
to fit the stock better and are less bulky than the  
previous covers. Functionally, the lightweight covers 
also improve the alignment of the mechanism’s hooks 
and handles in the housing for improved security when 
not in use. They are also available for most existing and  
previous models.

TENPOINT NEOPRENE SLING
Made from high quality neoprene, our NEW TenPoint sling features an extra strong 
1.25-inch shoulder strap equipped with an integrated elastic band for storage of 
Crossbow Unloading Bolts™ (CUBs) and a thumb loop for added shoulder security. 
Its non-slip design locks onto your shoulder and includes custom swivels and a 
heavy-duty adjustable strap.

For 2014

For 2014

For 2014

For 2014
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A lighted version of our revolutionary, all-purpose Omni-Nock™, the NEW 
three-piece Omni-Brite Lighted Nock System consists of a Nock  
Receiver, LED Unit, and transparent Omni-Brite Nock. The Receiver  
fits into the nock end of the arrow and serves to auto index the  
combined LED and Omni-Brite Nock when fitted into it.  
The LED Unit is replaceable after it loses its charge. Both the  
Omni-Nock and Omni-Brite eliminate improper loading  
accidents common with moon and capture nocks, and prevent  
flat-nock “shoot over” or “shoot under”, which can happen with  
reverse-draw bows and today’s narrow bow assemblies.  
The Omni-Brite provides superior flight visibility while  
improving arrow flight.

CARBON INJECTED  
POLYMER BARREL AND  
TRIGGER HOUSING
Weighing significantly less than a standard aluminum barrel,  
the Shadow Ultra-Lite’s NEW carbon-injected polymer barrel,  
fitted with our NEW 5.5-ounce carbon-injected polymer trigger  
housing, represents a significant advancement in our ongoing  
effort to reduce total bow weight.

HYBRID  
ECCENTRIC 2™ CAM
A smaller version of our HE™ Cam, the NEW HE2 (Hybrid Eccentric 2)  
cam is the most efficient cam we have ever created. Designed specifically 
for the Venom crossbow, the powerful hybrid combination of cam and  
wheel technology accommodates the bow’s increased power stroke and 
optimizes its high-energy draw curve.

For 2014

For 2014

For 2014
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VAPOR™

The game-changing Vapor offers a novel design  
platform focused on speed, weight reduction,  
and maneuverability. Its streamlined PLT™ bow  
assembly and FSB stock, fitted with our carbon  
fiber barrel, combine to produce the quietest,  
most accurate, and most efficient top-of-the-line  
model we have ever made.

VENOM™

Inspired by last year’s Stealth SS and  
Vapor models, the NEW Venom combines  
TenPoint’s popular FSB stock and a NEW,  
shortened 19.9-inch woven carbon fiber barrel  
with a supercharged version of our XLT bow  
assembly to create a super light and ultra-compact  
model that delivers a vicious hit at 372 FPS with our  
Pro Lite arrow.

6

For 2014



165 LB Draw Wt.

360 FPS  121 FP KE
with 420-grain Pro V22 Arrow

185 LB Draw Wt.

372 FPS  114 FP KE
with 370-grain Pro Lite Arrow

355 FPS  118 FP KE
with 420-grain Pro V22 Arrow

353 FPS  118 FP KE
with 425-grain Pro Elite Arrow

320 FPS  124 FP KE
with 545-grain Full Metal Jacket Arrow

PERFORMANCE

PERFORMANCE

PACKAGE OVERVIEW

PACKAGE OVERVIEW

OPTICS TenPoint RangeMaster Pro Scope mounted on an extended machined aluminum  
7/8-inch Fixed Dovetail Mount

COCKING AID Your choice of either the patented ACUdraw or ACUdraw 50 cocking mechanism

QUIVER Instant Detach 3-Arrow Quiver; Ambidextrous Side-Mount Quiver Bracket

ARROWS Six-pack of TenPoint Pro V22 carbon arrows with practice points

CASE Deluxe Soft Crossbow Case

NOISE DAMPENING TenPoint’s exclusive Bowjax Crossbow Noise Dampening Kit; 
SDS (String Dampening System)

ADDITIONAl ITEMS Owner’s Instructional DVD; TenPoint vehicle window sticker

OPTICS TenPoint RangeMaster Pro Scope mounted on an extended machined aluminum  
7/8-inch Fixed Dovetail Mount

COCKING AID Your choice of either the patented ACUdraw or ACUdraw 50 cocking mechanism

QUIVER Instant Detach 3-Arrow Quiver; Ambidextrous Side-Mount Quiver Bracket

ARROWS Six-pack of TenPoint Pro Elite carbon arrows with practice points

NOISE DAMPENING TenPoint’s exclusive Bowjax Crossbow Noise Dampening Kit

ADDITIONAl ITEMS Owner’s Instructional DVD; TenPoint vehicle window sticker

VAPOR & VENOM

TenPoint’s revolutionary Parallel Limb Technology 
sets a new benchmark in crossbow design,  
measuring a sleek 12.6” axle-to-axle when cocked.

Available only as a complete package.

Available only as a complete package.

TenPoint’s FSB (Functionally Superior Bullpup)  
stock is designed to reduce weight and improve 
balance. Configured to provide optimal comb 
height and length-of-pull, this re-engineered 
thumbhole design accepts a bullpup version of 
our patented PowerTouch™ trigger that allows 
for a longer power stroke.

At only 13.5" axle-to-axle (when cocked), 
TenPoint’s Xtreme Limb Technology 
(XLT) redefines what it means to be 
compact and maneuverable.

TenPoint’s FSB stock is designed to reduce weight and 
improve balance. See above for full description.

7
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CARBON FUSION CLS™

TenPoint’s first crossbow made with our woven  

carbon fiber barrel, the Carbon Fusion CLS’s  

whisper-quiet, vibration-free shot, noteworthy  

for its superior down-range accuracy unleashes  

its power up to 364 FPS.

CARBON XTRA CLS™

A precision-crafted, laminated wood stock  
version of the Carbon Fusion CLS, the Carbon  
Xtra CLS is created for the discriminating hunter,  
shooting enthusiast, or collector who demands  
the best. With its classic, heirloom-quality stock  
and woven carbon fiber barrel, it establishes a  
benchmark for crossbow aesthetics and performance.



PERFORMANCE

PERFORMANCE

PACKAGE OVERVIEW

PACKAGE OVERVIEW

OPTICS TenPoint RangeMaster Pro Scope mounted on a machined aluminum 7/8-inch  
Fixed Dovetail Mount

COCKING AID Your choice of either the patented ACUdraw or ACUdraw 50 cocking mechanism

QUIVER Instant Detach 3-Arrow Quiver; Ambidextrous Side-Mount Quiver Bracket

ARROWS

Six-pack of TenPoint Pro Elite carbon arrows with practice points; Six-pack of  
TenPoint Pro Elite Premium Hunter carbon arrows equipped with NAP® Spitfire®  
100-grain broadheads and Omni-Brite™ nocks. Each Premium Hunter arrow is 
precision-matched for trueness and weight-matched for accuracy.

CASES TenPoint airline-approved, Compact Travel & Storage Case; Deluxe Soft Crossbow Case

NOISE DAMPENING TenPoint’s exclusive Bowjax Crossbow Noise Dampening Kit; SDS

ADDITIONAl ITEMS

SteddyEddy® telescoping lightweight aluminum monopod; TenPoint CareKit (see page 
24 for CareKit details); TenPoint Neoprene Sling; GripGuard safety shield; Owner’s 
Instructional DVD; TenPoint vehicle window sticker; Two Custom Service PAC I routine 
maintenance certificates worth $99 each. TenPoint will mail them after the owner  
completes and returns the warranty card. Valid for 5-years following the purchase date.

OPTICS TenPoint RangeMaster Pro Scope mounted on a machined aluminum 7/8-inch  
Fixed Dovetail Mount

COCKING AID Your choice of either the patented ACUdraw or ACUdraw 50 cocking mechanism

QUIVER Instant Detach 3-Arrow Quiver; Ambidextrous Side-Mount Quiver Bracket

ARROWS Six-pack of TenPoint Pro Elite carbon arrows with practice points

CASE Deluxe Soft Crossbow Case

NOISE DAMPENING TenPoint’s exclusive Bowjax Crossbow Noise Dampening Kit

ADDITIONAl ITEMS Owner’s Instructional DVD;  
TenPoint vehicle window sticker

TenPoint’s Compact Limb System (CLS) 
Technology generates devastating power 
out of a maneuverable 17.5” axle-to-axle 
(when cocked) package.

TenPoint’s Compact Limb  
System (CLS) Technology  
generates devastating 
power out of a maneuverable 
17.5” axle-to-axle (when  
cocked) package.

Available only as a complete package.

CARBON XTRA CLS & CARBON FUSION CLS

185 LB Draw Wt.

364 FPS  109 FP KE
with 370-grain Pro Lite Arrow

346 FPS  112 FP KE
with 420-grain Pro V22 Arrow

345 FPS  113 FP KE
with 425-grain Pro Elite Arrow

312 FPS  117 FP KE
with 545-grain Full Metal Jacket Arrow

Available only as a complete package.

185 LB Draw Wt.

364 FPS  109 FP KE
with 370-grain Pro Lite Arrow

346 FPS  112 FP KE
with 420-grain Pro V22 Arrow

345 FPS  113 FP KE
with 425-grain Pro Elite Arrow

312 FPS  117 FP KE
with 545-grain Full Metal Jacket Arrow
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For 2014

Rubber Safety Wings
Helps protect fingers from dangerously  
migrating above the flight deck.
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STEALTH SS™

TenPoint’s sleek XLT bow assembly and FSB  
stock fitted with our aircraft-grade fluted  
aluminum barrel combine to create one of our  
shortest and most compact bows. At 6.8-pounds,  
its size, weight, and superior maneuverability will  
appeal to those looking for user-friendly dynamite  
in a small package.

TACTICAL XLT™

Created specifically for the growing tactical  
weapons crowd, the tough and reliable  
Tactical XLT features our radically compact XLT  
bow assembly and aircraft-grade fluted  
aluminum barrel. Powerful and easy to maneuver,  
it is feature-packed for precision performance.



185 LB Draw Wt.

352 FPS  102 FP KE
with 370-grain Pro Lite Arrow

335 FPS  105 FP KE
with 420-grain Pro V22 Arrow

333 FPS  105 FP KE
with 425-grain Pro Elite Arrow

302 FPS  110 FP KE
with 545-grain Full Metal Jacket Arrow

185 LB Draw Wt.

352 FPS  102 FP KE
with 370-grain Pro Lite Arrow

335 FPS  105 FP KE
with 420-grain Pro V22 Arrow

333 FPS  105 FP KE
with 425-grain Pro Elite Arrow

302 FPS  110 FP KE
with 545-grain Full Metal Jacket Arrow

PERFORMANCE

PERFORMANCE

PACKAGE OVERVIEW

PACKAGE OVERVIEW

OPTICS TenPoint RangeMaster Pro Scope mounted on a machined aluminum 7/8-inch  
Fixed Dovetail Mount

COCKING AID Your choice of either the patented ACUdraw or ACUdraw 50 cocking mechanism

QUIVER Instant Detach 3-Arrow Quiver; Ambidextrous Side-Mount Quiver Bracket

ARROWS Six-pack of TenPoint Pro Lite carbon arrows with practice points

NOISE DAMPENING TenPoint’s exclusive Bowjax Crossbow Noise Dampening Kit

ADDITIONAl ITEMS Owner’s Instructional DVD; TenPoint vehicle window sticker

OPTICS TenPoint 3x Pro-View 2 Scope mounted on a machined aluminum  
7/8-inch Fixed Dovetail Mount

COCKING AID Your choice of either the patented ACUdraw or ACUdraw 50 cocking mechanism

QUIVER Instant Detach 3-Arrow Quiver; Ambidextrous Side-Mount Quiver Bracket

ARROWS Three-pack of TenPoint Pro Elite carbon arrows with practice points

ADDITIONAl ITEMS Owner’s Instructional DVD; TenPoint vehicle window sticker

TACTICAL XLT & STEALTH SS 11

TenPoint’s FSB stock is designed to reduce weight and 
improve balance. See page 7 for full description.

At only 13.5" axle-to-axle (when cocked), 
TenPoint’s Xtreme Limb Technology (XLT) 
redefines what it means to be compact 
and maneuverable.

At only 13.5" axle-to-axle (when cocked), 
TenPoint’s Xtreme Limb Technology (XLT) 
redefines what it means to be compact 
and maneuverable.

Available only as a complete package.

Available only as a complete package.

For 2014

Rubber Safety Wings
Helps protect fingers from dangerously  
migrating above the flight deck.
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TURBO XLT II™
Pairing our Fusion Lite stock with  
a rugged XLT bow assembly  
powered by double-laminated  
IsoTaper limbs, the Turbo  
XLT II handles like a  
dream and hits like  
a heavyweight.

™

SHADOW  
ULTRA-LITE™

Featuring our NEW weight-shedding,  
carbon-injected polymer barrel and trigger  
housing installed in our FSB stock, the NEW  
Shadow Ultra-Lite weighs in at a mere 6.4-pounds,  
the lightest TenPoint crossbow ever assembled.  
Powered by our compact XLT bow assembly and  
measuring just 34.4-inches long, this easy-to-handle  
heavy-hitter registers 350 FPS with our Pro Lite arrow.

Purchase option  
C12020-4920  
includes a Rope-Cocker

For 2014

For 2014



180 LB Draw Wt.

345 FPS  98 FP KE
with 370-grain Pro Lite Arrow

327 FPS  101 FP KE
with 425-grain Pro Elite Arrow

324 FPS  101 FP KE
with 435-grain Magnum XX75 Aluminum Arrow

296 FPS  106 FP KE
with 545-grain Full Metal Jacket Arrow

PERFORMANCE

PERFORMANCE

PACKAGE OVERVIEW

PACKAGE OVERVIEW

OPTICS TenPoint 3x Pro-View 2 Scope mounted on an extended machined aluminum  
7/8-inch Fixed Dovetail Mount

COCKING AID Your choice of either the patented ACUdraw or ACUdraw 50 cocking mechanism

QUIVER Instant Detach 3-Arrow Quiver; Ambidextrous Side-Mount Quiver Bracket

ARROWS Three-pack of TenPoint aluminum arrows with practice points

ADDITIONAl ITEMS Owner’s Instructional DVD; TenPoint vehicle window sticker

OPTICS TenPoint 3x Pro-View 2 Scope mounted on a machined aluminum  
7/8-inch Fixed Dovetail Mount

COCKING AID Accepts the addition of an optional patented ACUdraw or ACUdraw 50  
cocking mechanism

QUIVER Instant Detach 3-Arrow Quiver; Ambidextrous Side-Mount Quiver Bracket

ARROWS Three-pack of TenPoint aluminum arrows with practice points

ADDITIONAl ITEMS Owner’s Instructional DVD; TenPoint vehicle window sticker

SHADOW ULTRA-LITE & TURBO XLT II 13

At only 13.5" axle-to-axle (when cocked), 
TenPoint’s Xtreme Limb Technology (XLT) 
redefines what it means to be compact 
and maneuverable.

At only 13.5" axle-to-axle (when cocked), 
TenPoint’s Xtreme Limb Technology (XLT) 
redefines what it means to be compact 
and maneuverable.

Available only as a complete package.

Available only as a complete package.

TenPoint’s FSB stock is designed to reduce weight and 
improve balance. See page 7 for full description.

180 LB Draw Wt.

350 FPS  101 FP KE
with 370-grain Pro Lite Arrow

331 FPS  103 FP KE
with 425-grain Pro Elite Arrow

328 FPS  104 FP KE
with 435-grain Magnum XX75 Aluminum Arrow

300 FPS  109 FP KE
with 545-grain Full Metal Jacket Arrow

For 2014

Glass-reinforced  
Nylon Safety Wings
Helps protect fingers from dangerously  
migrating above the flight deck.
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GT FLEX™

Now featuring a tactical jet-black  
finish, the GT Flex combines  
TenPoint’s GT Recurve Limbs,  
the most efficient in the  
industry, with an innovative  
multi-position power stroke,  
creating three amazing  
recurve crossbows in one.

For 2014

TITAN XTREME™

The combination of the Fusion Lite stock  
and a narrow, 18.5-inch bow assembly when  
cocked, powered by 180-pound field-tested  
HL limbs and XR wheels; elevates TenPoint’s  
long-standing workhorse model to  
thoroughbred status.



180 LB Draw Wt.

333 FPS  92 FP KE
with 370-grain Pro Lite Arrow

315 FPS  94 FP KE
with 425-grain Pro Elite Arrow

312 FPS  94 FP KE
with 435-grain Magnum XX75 Aluminum Arrow

282 FPS  96 FP KE
with 545-grain Full Metal Jacket Arrow

180 LB Draw Wt.

300 FPS  74 FP KE
with 370-grain Pro Lite Arrow

283 FPS  75 FP KE
with 420-grain Pro V22 Arrow

282 FPS  75 FP KE
with 425-grain Pro Elite Arrow

255 FPS  79 FP KE
with 545-grain Full Metal Jacket Arrow

PERFORMANCE

PERFORMANCE

PACKAGE OVERVIEW

PACKAGE OVERVIEW

OPTICS TenPoint 3x Pro-View 2 Scope mounted on a machined aluminum  
7/8-inch Fixed Dovetail Mount

COCKING AID Accepts the addition of an optional patented ACUdraw or ACUdraw 50  
cocking mechanism

QUIVER Instant Detach 3-Arrow Quiver

ARROWS Three-pack of TenPoint aluminum arrows with practice points

ADDITIONAl ITEMS Owner’s Instructional DVD; TenPoint vehicle window sticker

OPTICS TenPoint 3x Multi-Line™ Scope mounted on a machined aluminum  
7/8-inch Fixed Dovetail Mount

COCKING AID Accepts the addition of an optional patented ACUdraw or ACUdraw 50  
cocking mechanism

QUIVER Instant Detach 3-Arrow Quiver

ARROWS Three-pack of TenPoint Pro Lite carbon arrows with practice points

ADDITIONAl ITEMS Owner’s Instructional DVD; TenPoint vehicle window sticker

TITAN XTREME & GT FLEX 15

With an innovative multi-position power stroke, the GT Flex gives you three amazing  
crossbows in one, which can be set at 180, 125, or 90-pounds. Each bow position creates a 
new center of balance with a different power stroke, draw weight, and speed.

LIGHT. FAST.  
NARROW.
The Titan Xtreme’s power plant, featuring 
HL limbs and XR wheels, delivers impressive 
power and maneuverability.

Available only as a complete package.

Available only as a complete package.

Up to

long Medium Short

Draw Wt. 180 LBS 125 LBS 90 LBS

Power 
Stroke 13.3" 11.9" 7.8"

FPS up to 300 up to 269 up to 183

Position

For 2014

Glass-reinforced  
Nylon Safety Wings
Helps protect fingers from dangerously  
migrating above the flight deck.
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Carbon Xtra CLS

Vapor

              Venom

Carbon Fusion CLS

Tactical XLT

Stealth SS

              Shadow Ultra-Lite

Turbo XLT II

Titan Xtreme

GT Flex

TenPoint’s engineers design every detail of each model to deliver the most durable, dependable, and accurate shooting  
experience available today. While our top-of-the-line models include premium features, benefits, and accessories that make them 
the best in the industry, our Core Performance Features are the foundation upon which every TenPoint crossbow is built.

Patented ACUdrAw and ACUdrAw 50 Cocking devices 
Allow hunters of all ages and physical abilities to enjoy bowhunting.

Patented dFI™ (Dry-Fire-Inhibitor) 
Prevents firing the crossbow when not loaded.

Patented PowerToUCh 31⁄2-pound trigger with MIM  
(Metal-Injection-Molded) action components 
Delivers a smooth, crisp trigger pull, with or without gloves, for increased accuracy with optimum creep for safety.

Quiet MIM AMbIdeXTroUS AUToMATIC SAFeTy 
Reduces noise, prevents accidental firing, and accommodates both right and left handed shooters.

VIbrA-CUSh bow-to-barrel Mounting System 
Reduces noise and vibration (not applicable to GT Flex).

LIMb ISoLATIon SySTeM 
Over-the-Top limb pocket / Zytel® limb suspension system separates and isolates  
the limbs from direct contact with the riser to reduce sound and vibration.

ACUdraw-ready FSb (Functionally Superior Bullpup), FUSIon LITe,  
and FST (Functionally Superior Thumbhole) Stocks  
Provide match-rifle stability when shooting (not applicable to GT Flex).

ACrA-AnGLe™ barrel  
Eliminates finger pinching and ensures accuracy when manually drawing the crossbow string.

DEFINING FEATURES THAT SET TENPOINT APART

FEATURES 
BY MODEL

1

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

Molded Cavity For
ACUdraw Crank Handle

(Models without ACUdraw are
fitted with a rubber insert)  
(No cavity in GT Flex stock) SteddyEddy Monopod  

System (Optional)

For 2014

For 2014



FEATURES GUIDE 17

MIM (Metal-Injection- 
Molded) Claw-over

String Latch

RangeMaster Pro
Scope (Additional scope

options available on request)

Patented Wedgie
Retention Spring Silencer

CADD Designed And
Engineered Machined

Aluminum Riser  
And Limb Pockets

ACRA-ANGLE
Retention Spring
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Carbon Xtra CLS

Vapor

              Venom

Carbon Fusion CLS

Tactical XLT

Stealth SS

              Shadow Ultra-Lite

Turbo XLT II

Titan Xtreme

GT Flex

Bowjax Noise  
Dampening System

(Optional)

2

3

4
5

6

7

8

Molded Cavity For
ACUdraw Crank Handle

(Models without ACUdraw are
fitted with a rubber insert)  
(No cavity in GT Flex stock)

Patented GripSafety
Secondary Safety  

(Only on specific models)SteddyEddy Monopod  
System (Optional)

Precision CNC-machined
Aluminum Wheels Or Cams

(Cams are shown)

Synthetic Cable
Yokes For The Ultimate In

Tunability And Stability

SDS (String Dampening 
System) (Optional)

IsoTaper  
Quad-Limb System

(Only on specific models)
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2014 CROSSBOW SPECIFICATIONS
CArbon XTrA CLS VAPor CArbon FUSIon CLS VenoM TACTICAL XLT STeALTh SS ShAdow UL TUrbo XLT II TITAn XTreMe GT FLeX

Length (w/ Stirrup) 38.8" 37.4" 38.5" 34.6" 38.1" 34.4" 34.4" 38" 38" 37.8"

width – Axle-to-Axle
(uncocked/cocked)

20.5" / 16.9" 17.5" / 12.6" 20.5" / 16.9" 17.6" / 13.3" 17.5" / 13.5" 17.5" / 13.5" 17.5" / 13.5" 17.5" / 13.5" 21.6" / 18.5" 34.8" (uncocked)

Power Stroke 13" 15.5" 13" 13.5" 12.6" 12.6" 12.6" 12.5" 12.6"
13.3" (long)  
11.9" (med.)
7.8" (short)

weight (w/o Accessories) 7.3 lbs. 6.8 lbs. 7.2 lbs. 6.5 lbs. 7.3 lbs. 6.8 lbs. 6.4 lbs. 7 lbs. 7.3 lbs. 6.4 lbs.

draw weight 185 lbs. 165 lbs. 185 lbs. 185 lbs. 185 lbs. 185 lbs. 180 lbs. 180 lbs. 180 lbs.
180 lbs. (long)  
125 lbs. (med.)
90 lbs. (short)

Pro Lite Arrow  
(370-grain)

364 / 109 N/A 364 / 109 372 / 114 352 / 102 352 / 102 350 / 101 345 / 98 333 / 91
300 / 74 (long)
269 / 60 (med.)
183 / 28 (short)

Pro V22 Arrow  
(420-grain)

346 / 112 360 / 121 346 / 112 355 / 118 335 / 105 335 / 105 333 / 103 328 / 100 316 / 93
283 / 75 (long)
255 / 61 (med.)
175 / 29 (short)

Pro elite Arrow  
(425-grain)

345 / 112 N/A 345 / 112 353 / 118 333 / 105 333 / 105 331 / 103 327 / 101 315 / 94
282 / 75 (long)
254 / 61 (med.)
174 / 29 (short)

Magnum XX75 Arrow  
(435-grain)

342 / 113 N/A 342 / 113 350 / 118 330 / 105 330 / 105 328 / 104 324 / 101 312 / 94
280 / 76 (long)
252 / 61 (med.)
172 / 29 (short)

Full Metal Jacket Arrow 
(545-grain)

312 / 118 N/A 312 / 118 320 / 124 302 / 110 302 / 110 300 / 109 296 / 106 282 / 96
255 / 79 (long)
229 / 64 (med.)
156 / 30 (short)

Accessories  
Included  
with Package
(see individual bow  
pages for detailed list  
of included items)

Purchase options
(all crossbows come as a  
complete package, including  
scope and accessories)

w/ ACUdraw 50:
C11001-8711

w/ ACUdraw: 
C11001-8712

w/ ACUdraw 50:
C13004-7411

w/ ACUdraw: 
C13004-7412

w/ ACUdraw 50:
C13002-4111

w/ ACUdraw: 
C13002-4112

w/ ACUdraw 50:
C14007-6811

w/ ACUdraw: 
C14007-6812

w/ ACUdraw 50:
C13005-1211

w/ ACUdraw: 
C13005-1212

w/ ACUdraw 50:
C13019-6621

w/ ACUdraw: 
C13019-6622

w/ ACUdraw 50:
C14018-7521

w/ ACUdraw: 
C14018-7522

w/ Rope-cocker:
C12020-4920

w/ ACUdraw 50:
C12020-4521

w/ ACUdraw: 
C12020-4522

ACUdraw-Ready:
C12047-6520

w/ ACUdraw 50: 
C12047-6521

w/ ACUdraw:
C12047-6522

ACUdraw-Ready:
C14066-1330
w/ ACUdraw 50: 
C14066-1331

w/ ACUdraw:
C14066-1332

PERFORMANCE  (FEET-PER-SECOND/FOOT-POUNDS KE)

For 2014
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CArbon XTrA CLS VAPor CArbon FUSIon CLS VenoM TACTICAL XLT STeALTh SS ShAdow UL TUrbo XLT II TITAn XTreMe GT FLeX

Length (w/ Stirrup) 38.8" 37.4" 38.5" 34.6" 38.1" 34.4" 34.4" 38" 38" 37.8"

width – Axle-to-Axle
(uncocked/cocked)

20.5" / 16.9" 17.5" / 12.6" 20.5" / 16.9" 17.6" / 13.3" 17.5" / 13.5" 17.5" / 13.5" 17.5" / 13.5" 17.5" / 13.5" 21.6" / 18.5" 34.8" (uncocked)

Power Stroke 13" 15.5" 13" 13.5" 12.6" 12.6" 12.6" 12.5" 12.6"
13.3" (long)  
11.9" (med.)
7.8" (short)

weight (w/o Accessories) 7.3 lbs. 6.8 lbs. 7.2 lbs. 6.5 lbs. 7.3 lbs. 6.8 lbs. 6.4 lbs. 7 lbs. 7.3 lbs. 6.4 lbs.

draw weight 185 lbs. 165 lbs. 185 lbs. 185 lbs. 185 lbs. 185 lbs. 180 lbs. 180 lbs. 180 lbs.
180 lbs. (long)  
125 lbs. (med.)
90 lbs. (short)

Pro Lite Arrow  
(370-grain)

364 / 109 N/A 364 / 109 372 / 114 352 / 102 352 / 102 350 / 101 345 / 98 333 / 91
300 / 74 (long)
269 / 60 (med.)
183 / 28 (short)

Pro V22 Arrow  
(420-grain)

346 / 112 360 / 121 346 / 112 355 / 118 335 / 105 335 / 105 333 / 103 328 / 100 316 / 93
283 / 75 (long)
255 / 61 (med.)
175 / 29 (short)

Pro elite Arrow  
(425-grain)

345 / 112 N/A 345 / 112 353 / 118 333 / 105 333 / 105 331 / 103 327 / 101 315 / 94
282 / 75 (long)
254 / 61 (med.)
174 / 29 (short)

Magnum XX75 Arrow  
(435-grain)

342 / 113 N/A 342 / 113 350 / 118 330 / 105 330 / 105 328 / 104 324 / 101 312 / 94
280 / 76 (long)
252 / 61 (med.)
172 / 29 (short)

Full Metal Jacket Arrow 
(545-grain)

312 / 118 N/A 312 / 118 320 / 124 302 / 110 302 / 110 300 / 109 296 / 106 282 / 96
255 / 79 (long)
229 / 64 (med.)
156 / 30 (short)

Accessories  
Included  
with Package
(see individual bow  
pages for detailed list  
of included items)

Purchase options
(all crossbows come as a  
complete package, including  
scope and accessories)

w/ ACUdraw 50:
C11001-8711

w/ ACUdraw: 
C11001-8712

w/ ACUdraw 50:
C13004-7411

w/ ACUdraw: 
C13004-7412

w/ ACUdraw 50:
C13002-4111

w/ ACUdraw: 
C13002-4112

w/ ACUdraw 50:
C14007-6811

w/ ACUdraw: 
C14007-6812

w/ ACUdraw 50:
C13005-1211

w/ ACUdraw: 
C13005-1212

w/ ACUdraw 50:
C13019-6621

w/ ACUdraw: 
C13019-6622

w/ ACUdraw 50:
C14018-7521

w/ ACUdraw: 
C14018-7522

w/ Rope-cocker:
C12020-4920

w/ ACUdraw 50:
C12020-4521

w/ ACUdraw: 
C12020-4522

ACUdraw-Ready:
C12047-6520

w/ ACUdraw 50: 
C12047-6521

w/ ACUdraw:
C12047-6522

ACUdraw-Ready:
C14066-1330
w/ ACUdraw 50: 
C14066-1331

w/ ACUdraw:
C14066-1332

For 2014
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PATENTED ACUDRAW 
The Premier Cocking Aid Available Today

The patented ACUdraw is the most user-friendly and practical 
solution available on the market today for cocking a crossbow 
effortlessly and accurately. Fully integrated into the stock,  
with no dangling parts, it requires only the strength of the  
average person’s index finger to operate. The ACUdraw  
allows hunters of all ages and physical abilities to enjoy  
the great experience of bowhunting.

• Reduces draw weight to about 5-pounds   
 when operated manually

• lightweight and has no bulky clamp-on  
 assemblies or hang-on accessories

• Draws the bow accurately every time

• Available as an accessory or pre-installed

Patented

The ACUdraw™ converts even the heaviest draw weight to about 
five pounds of effort, and the ACUdraw 50™ and ACUrope™  
reduce a crossbow’s draw weight by 50%.

THREE GREAT COCKING DEVICES –
MAKInG bowhUnTInG  
ACCeSSIbLe To eVeryone.
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PATENTED ACUDRAW 50 
Takes the Traditional Rope-Cocker to a New level

For years many crossbow shooters have used the conventional but cumbersome  
rope-cocker to load their crossbows, reducing the draw weight by half. 

TenPoint has taken this leveraged rope-cocking concept to an easy-to-use level. 
Integrated into the butt stock, the ACUdraw 50 ropes retract neatly inside the unit’s  
housing after cocking. No storing the rope, untangling it, or putting it away after use.

Improved for 2014, the NEW contoured ACUdraw 50 covers fit the stock better and are 
less bulky. The lightweight covers also improve the alignment of the mechanism’s hooks 
and handles in the housing for improved security when not in use.

ACUROPE (Patent Pending) 
The Industry’s First Compact, Fully Retractable Rope-Cocker

The ACUrope is a revolutionary portable, retractable crossbow rope-cocker  
that cocks a crossbow like traditional rope-cockers on the market today –  
but that’s where the comparison ends. When the shooter is finished cocking the  
bow, the ACUrope’s draw cord completely retracts inside one of the two grips.  
Then, the grips dovetail neatly together to form a compact unit that the hunter can  
conveniently slip inside a belt-mounted holster or pouch. The unit’s slender draw  
cords, pound-for-pound, 15-times stronger than steel, are made of heat and  
abrasion resistant SPECTRA® 1000 fiber.

• Clever, convenient, and user-friendly

• Draws the bow accurately every time

• lightweight and affordable

• No more dangling ropes or handles

• Works on most crossbow brands  
 on the market

Patent Pending

• Draws the bow accurately every time

• No more need to hang a rope around your  
 neck or to stash it in your fanny pack

• When not in use, powerful mini-magnets hold  
 the handles securely and silently in place
 (Each ACUdraw 50 handle is marked: WARNING: Contains a powerful  
 Neodymium magnet that may interfere with the safe operation of  
 pacemakers or other medical implants.)

• Available as an accessory or pre-installed

Patented

THREE GREAT COCKING DEVICES –
MAKInG bowhUnTInG  
ACCeSSIbLe To eVeryone.
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CroSSbow CASeS
TenPoint’s airline approved Compact Travel & Storage Case provides  
protection, security, and ease of transport for your crossbow investment. 
Comes with three interior padded partitions and closes with a  
heavy-duty zipper. D-rings included for its exterior shoulder strap.

HCA-20010 TenPoint Compact Travel & Storage Case

TenPoint’s soft cases are made with double-stitched, high-grade Cordura®, 
thick padding, Trico-lining, a heavy-duty YKK zipper with double pulls, and a 
removable shoulder strap.

HCA-20110-6 TenPoint Wide-Body Soft Case fits all TenPoint  
crossbows, including recurves – black

HCA-20113 TenPoint Compact Limb Soft Case – black

AMbIdeXTroUS  
SIde-MoUnT QUIVer brACKeT
The Side-Mount Quiver Bracket allows the quiver to be  
mounted parallel to either side of the stock, providing greater  
maneuverability for crossbows with narrow bow assemblies. 
Works with most modern quivers.

HCA-017 Ambidextrous Side-Mount Quiver Bracket

TenPoInT® neoPrene SLInG
TenPoint’s NEW sling features an extra strong 1.25-inch shoulder strap  
with an integrated elastic band for Crossbow Unloading Bolt (CUB)  
storage, and a thumb loop for added shoulder security. Non-slip design  
with custom swivels and heavy-duty adjustable strap. Includes one CUB.

HCA-004 NEW TenPoint Neoprene Sling

GrIPGUArd™ (Patented) 
This shield custom fits over post-1999 TenPoint 
synthetic stock model fore-grips, with or without a 
GripSafety™. The wings at the top of the shield help 
prevent a shooter’s fore-grip fingers from dangerously 
migrating above the flight deck while shooting.

HCA-100
Conventional GripGuard –  
semi-transparent (Available at no charge.  
Contact Customer Service at 330-628-9245.)

Over-molded with  
black rubber, the NEW  
GripGuard provides  
improved gripping  
power and greater  
aesthetic appeal.

HCA-10014 NEW Over-Molded  
GripGuard – black

3-Arrow InSTAnT deTACh QUIVer™

At a lightweight 4.75-ounces, our quick-disconnect 3-arrow 
quiver features an ultra-durable spine, and a unique, flexible 
rubber loop, allowing you to silently hang the quiver while 
in your treestand. Compatible with either our traditional or 
side-mount quiver bracket, its three mounting positions 
allow you to adjust its orientation to suit your preference. 
Comes with two model-specific mounting brackets.

HCA-019 Quiver – Black

For 2014

For 2014
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Over-molded with  
black rubber, the NEW  
GripGuard provides  
improved gripping  
power and greater  
aesthetic appeal.

HCA-10014 NEW Over-Molded  
GripGuard – black

STeddyeddy SySTeM  
ACCeSSorIeS
To upgrade a prior model SteddyEddy mounting system,  
the SteddyEddy Rapid-Pivot Retrofit Kit provides a  
user-friendly snap-on option. The kit includes the rapid  
pivot tube, mounting boss, and screws.

HCA-031 SteddyEddy Rapid-Pivot Retrofit Kit

PATenTed ACUdrAw™ & ACUdrAw 50™
(also shown on pages 20 & 21)
Your dealer – or you if you have the proper tools – can install either of these two  
patented cocking devices. Units include a template for drilling the receiver holes in  
pre-2003 TenPoint models (drill, bits, and hole cutter not included). Receiver holes  
are pre-molded in current models. Includes installation instructions.

HCA-000-B-II ACUdraw Cocking Mechanism

HCA-000-B-A50 ACUdraw 50 Cocking Mechanism

ACUroPe™ (Patented) 
The ACUrope is a revolutionary  
portable, retractable crossbow  
rope-cocker that reduces the effort  
required to cock a crossbow by 50%.  
The grips dovetail neatly together  
to form a compact unit.

HCA-000-B-R ACUrope

CAbLe SAVerS
This cable saver provides a near friction-free  
carriage for your cables, shot after shot.

HCA-113 Cable Saver – for crossbows  
formerly known as 6 Point Series

Made from a high lubricity, low friction compound, 
this cable saver provides a friction-free carriage for 
your cables. 

HCA-114 Extreme Cable Saver – TenPoint HCA-114

HCA-113

STeddyeddy™ (Patented) 
This telescoping two-section monopod ensures motion-free  
shooting while seated in a treestand or ground blind, or while  

standing with the shooting stick supported against your  
mid-section. Set its length with a quick turn of the extension pole. 

Attach it to your crossbow using a 360-degree rapid-pivot tube 
equipped with a snap-on connection, and clamp it conveniently 

under your stock when not in use.

HCA-030 SteddyEddy Crossbow Monopod System  
(for all TenPoint crossbows built after 1999)

ACUdrAw rePLACeMenT ACCeSSorIeS  
(Shown CoLLeCTIVeLy)

HCA-401 ACUdraw Draw Cord (one-piece for new style claw)

HCA-411 ACUdraw Retraction Spring (post 1998)

HCA-41106
ACUdraw Retraction Spring (post 2006 without roll 
pin on hub – call TenPoint’s Warranty Department at 
330-628-9245 if clarification is needed)

HCA-421 ACUdraw Claw with self-centering draw cord (for use 
with HCA-426 Holder)

HCA-426 ACUdraw Claw Holder

HCA-428 ACUdraw Claw III Kit (includes claw, holder,  
and draw cord)

HCA-429 ACUdraw Claw Clip (for use on FSB stocks)

HCA-430 ACUdraw Hand Crank (replacement handle only)

HCA-435 ACUdraw Hand Crank & Holster Combo

HCA-450 ACUdraw 50 Replacement Draw Cords

HCA-451 ACUdraw 50 Replacement Retraction Spring

HCA-452 ACUdraw 50 T-Handle Stability Pads  
(for TenPoint models)

HCA-453 ACUdraw 50 T-Handle Stability Pads (for GT Flex)

HCA-454 ACUdraw 50 Handles & Draw Cords

HCA-455
                          NEW ACUdraw 50 Replacement Covers     
                            (except for GT Flex and models formerly    
                             known as 6 Point Series)

For 2014
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CroSSbow MAInTenAnCe
CareKit™
TenPoint’s CareKit includes three maintenance tools (Microlon® Precision 
Oiler, TenPoint String Wax and Conditioner, and Flight Rail and Trigger 
Lube) packaged in a multi-cavity translucent plastic mini-case with 
plenty of extra room for other bow maintenance items.

String Wax and Conditioner
Made from all natural compounds, TenPoint String Wax and Conditioner 
comes in a convenient chap stick style tube. This string wax and  
conditioner lubricates and rejuvenates bow strings and cables.

HCA-11207 CareKit

HCA-11007 TenPoint String Wax and Conditioner

HCA-11106 Microlon® Precision Oiler

HCA-111 Flight Rail and Trigger Lube

noISe dAMPenInG PACKAGe
Private labeled exclusively for TenPoint by  
Bowjax, Inc. the Noise Dampening  
Package progressively reduces decibel  
level and shortens noise duration when  
used on a crossbow. It features a set of  
Bowjax limb vibration dampeners,  
a retention spring dampener, and barrel  
dampeners. Three versions are available.

HCA-13710 Noise Dampening Package – for solid and recurve limbs (not shown)

HCA-13813 Noise Dampening Package – for IsoTaper and HL limbs  
(includes foot stirrup dampeners)

HCA-13910 Noise Dampening Package – for TL and ST limbs (not shown)

broAdheAdS
Recommended by TenPoint,  
the New Archery Products®  
Spitfire® expandable  
broadheads are the most  
trusted mechanical broad- 
heads in the industry.  
They fly with pinpoint  
accuracy and stand up to  
the toughest  
hunting conditions.

HEA-297 New Archery Products® Spitfire® 100-grain, 
3-Blade Mechanical Broadhead 3-Pack

SdS™ (STrInG dAMPenInG SySTeM)
(Patent Pending)
Featuring micro-adjustable  
dampening rods with durable,  
high impact rubber dampeners  
the SDS mounts in the cable slot  
to dramatically reduce string  
noise and oscillation. Compatible  
with post-1999 TenPoint  
thumbhole models, except the  
GT Curve™. Also includes  
adaptive hardware to fit former 6 Point Series crossbows,  
except the recurves, and all Wicked Ridge® crossbows.

HCA-149 SDS (String Dampening System)

Microlon® Precision Oiler
High-tech lubricant containing antioxidants, corrosion inhibitors, and 
microscopic fractured resin particles all suspended in a high-quality 
lightweight oil base. Cleans metal surfaces and prevents corrosion  
and rust, while the resin impregnates the metal to create a dry film  
lubricant. Perfect for crossbow rails, triggers, and cams. Comes in  
a tube fitted with a precision applicator needle.

Flight Rail and Trigger Lube
TenPoint’s Flight Rail and Trigger Lube, unlike other manufacturers’ gel-
based lubricants, will not gum-up in cold weather or collect dirt and grit.

FooT STIrrUP

HCA-009 Standard Rubber  
Coated Foot Stirrup

CUb™  
(CroSSbow UnLoAdInG boLT)  
(Patented) 
This single-use biodegradable unloading 
bolt decomposes naturally to minimize 
environmental impact, and occupies the 
same space as two ball-point pens.

HEA-000.6 CUB (6-pack)
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7/8-InCh doVeTAIL SCoPe MoUnTS & ACCeSSorIeS
Our machined aluminum Weaver style 7/8-inch Dovetail Scope Mounts  
come standard on all models.

HCA-078 7/8-inch Fixed Dovetail Scope Mount — Black (not shown)

HCA-079 7/8-inch Extended, Fixed Dovetail Scope Mount — Black (not shown)

HCA-072 7/8-inch Fixed Dovetail Scope Mount — Bronze

HCA-077-H Adjustable Scope Mount — Bronze (for crossbows equipped with  
the RangeMaster Cam or Fixed Position Accessory) (not shown)

SIGhTS
For those requiring peep and pin sights,  
our machined aluminum sight bracket  
features two pin slots and mounts on the riser.

HCA-041 Front Sight Bracket with Pin

HCA-050 Standard Sight Pin

HCA-062
Rear Peep Sight – bolts directly on top of 
fixed-style trigger box (rear peep will not fit 
on a 7/8-inch dovetail mount)

HCA-07107
Peep and Pin Conversion Kit with Dovetail 
(for models with Adjustable Dovetail Scope 
Mounts) (not shown)

 HCA-07110
Peep and Pin Conversion Kit (for models with 
non-adjustable Dovetail Scope Mounts)  
(not shown)

SCoPeS
RangeMaster Pro™ Scope
This 8.25-inch aluminum scope features a variable speed and arrow  
drop-compensation setting for crossbows that shoot between 275 and 
425 FPS, and requires no adjustment for distance. Three duplex  
crosshairs and five dots calibrated for 20, 30, 40, 50 and 60-yards 
(fourth and fifth dots are free standing, just below the 40-yard crosshair) 
are available with a non-illuminated black dot or one of two rheostat- 
controlled, illuminated colored dots (red or green). An etched glass  
reticle and fully multi-coated 1.5 to 5x optics reduce the loss of light  
transmission, while a 30mm tube heightens light-gathering and durability.

bednAr PerFeCT PULLer™  
(Patent Pending)
Named for and originally developed by the late Hall of  
Fame Archer Bill Bednar, this tool is designed to pull  
arrows from high density targets. Includes three  
interchangeable grippers sized to fit different shaft  
diameters of both crossbow and compound arrows.  
In addition, the hunter orange handles are notched to  
create a built-in nock tool.

HCA-104 Bednar Perfect Puller  
(with interchangeable grippers)

SdS™ (STrInG dAMPenInG SySTeM)
(Patent Pending)
Featuring micro-adjustable  
dampening rods with durable,  
high impact rubber dampeners  
the SDS mounts in the cable slot  
to dramatically reduce string  
noise and oscillation. Compatible  
with post-1999 TenPoint  
thumbhole models, except the  
GT Curve™. Also includes  
adaptive hardware to fit former 6 Point Series crossbows,  
except the recurves, and all Wicked Ridge® crossbows.

HCA-149 SDS (String Dampening System)

Both illuminated scopes are 
configured with five light intensity 
settings for two illuminated views.

TenPoInT T-ShIrTS
Show your TenPoint pride  
with our classic black  
T-Shirts. Available in  
sizes Medium  
through 2XL.

HCA-660M

HCA-660l

HCA-660Xl

HCA-660XXl

3x Pro-View 2™ Scope
Calibrated for crossbows that shoot in the 330 FPS range, this light-
weight, 8.5-inch aluminum-tube scope features 20, 30, 40, and 50-yard 
dots (fourth dot is free standing, just below the 40-yard crosshair) and 
fully-coated 3x optics. Available with non-illuminated black dots or one  
of two rheostat-controlled, illuminated colored dots (red or green).

3x Multi-Line™ Scope
Perfectly proportioned for a crossbow at only 7-inches long, this light-
weight scope features fully-coated 3x optics and three duplex crosshairs 
calibrated for 20, 30, and 40-yards. 7/8-inch mounting rings included.

HCA-098-11 RangeMaster Pro Scope with 7/8-inch mounting rings

HCA-097-II 3x Pro-View 2 Scope with 7/8-inch mounting rings

HCA-088 3x Multi-Line Scope with 7/8-inch mounting rings
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yoUr one-SToP SoUrCe For CroSSbow ArrowS
Regardless of which arrow you shoot, you no longer need to choose between 
moon, capture, or flat nocks. TenPoint’s patented all-purpose Omni-Nock™ and  
its NEW 2014 patent-pending lighted version, the Omni-Brite™ Lighted Nock  
System, make these special-purpose nocks obsolete. The Omni-Nock and  
Omni-Brite designs each feature six micro-grooves that form three bowstring 
channels which eliminate the indexing problem associated with moon and  
capture nocks. 

An oMnI-noCK For  
eVery CroSSbow Arrow
Each of TenPoint’s five arrows  
come pre-installed with its  
own colored Omni-Nock.

PATENTED OMNI-NOCK™ AND PATENT-PENDING  
OMNI-BRITE™ LIGHTED NOCK SYSTEM
A revolution In Crossbow Arrow nock Technology

Because the channel “holds” the bowstring in place, the Omni-Nock also 
prevents flat-nock “shoot-over” or “shoot-under”, a growing problem with 
today’s narrow crossbows with acute string angles.

In addition, our five-arrow Easton® lineup of lightweight, standard-weight, 
and heavyweight crossbow arrows offer you the perfect arrow for  
whichever shooting or hunting situation you face.

Micro-grooves form bowstring  
channels which eliminate the  
indexing problem associated  
with moon and capture nocks.

Color-coded Omni-Nocks 
make it easy to find  
the right nocks for  
your arrows.

Full Metal Jacket
white Titanium  
dioxide

XX75 Magnum
neon orange

Pro elite
neon yellow

Pro V22
Fluorescent  
Fire orange

Pro Lite
neon Green
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oMnI-brITe LIGhTed noCK SySTeM
The NEW three-piece, patent pending Omni-Brite Lighted Nock System begins with a 
Nock-Receiver insert with a six-sided interior cavity designed to accept a combined LED 
Unit and transparent pegged Omni-Brite Nock. The Nock Receiver glues into the nock-end 
of the arrow and must be indexed or aligned with the vanes. Like the Omni-Nocks above, 
Nock Receivers employ the same color scheme and are, therefore, arrow-specific.

To complete the Omni-Brite installation, insert the LED Unit – lighted end first –  
into the peg end of the Omni-Brite Nock. Then, hand-press the nock and LED Unit  
into the Nock Receiver, leaving a less-than-dime-thickness gap between the  
nock and receiver. When you fire your crossbow, the bowstring’s force will  
compress the two pieces, eliminate the gap, and activate the LED.

To deactivate the Omni-Brite System, remove the remove the nock and  
LED Unit, and pull the lighted end of the LED Unit until the light turns off.  
The LED Unit’s battery should last for approximately eight hours.

LIGhTed Moon And CAPTUre noCK oPTIonS
All TenPoint Omni-Brite packaged arrows, in 3-packs and 6-packs, include optional transparent, pegged moon and capture 
nocks, compatible with the Omni-Nock Receiver. Therefore, if your bow manufacturer requires, you can substitute moon or 
capture nocks in place of the Omni-Brites.

oMnI-noCK And oMnI-brITe SySTeM  
Arrow-bUILdInG CoMPonenTS
For those who prefer to build their own arrows, all Omni-Nock and Omni-Brite Lighted 
Nock System Components are available in both three and six-pack accessory packages. 
The Omni-Brite Lighted System Components include Omni-Nocks, LED Units, Receivers 
(for arrows with shaft sizes .297, .300, and .306 I.D.), Refletching Tools, and a Nock and 
Receiver Alignment Tool. Also included are optional moon and capture nocks. 

The Refletching Tool fits into the Omni-Nock or Omni-Brite nock, making it compatible for 
use on a Bitzenburger Jig. 

The dual-purpose Nock and Receiver Alignment Tool has one side that mates with an 
Omni-Nock and is used to align it with the arrow’s vanes when gluing it in place.  
The other side mates with an Omni-Brite Receiver and is used for the same purpose.

For 2014

Dual purpose Nock and 
Receiver Alignment Tool

The Omni-Brite Lighted Nock System is comprised of a translucent Omni-Nock,  
an LED Unit and a Nock Receiver, shown below in order from left to right.

Lighted Nock System with moon nock Lighted Nock System with capture nock

Refletching Tool
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F.o.C. (FronT oF CenTer)
Understanding the concept of F.O.C. weight distribution is helpful when selecting arrows. F.O.C., or front-of-center, is the percentage of 
an arrow’s length, forward of its center, which marks the location of its balance point. To calculate the F.O.C. percentage, measure the 
distance from the center of the arrow to its balance point, and divide that measurement by the arrow’s total finished length. The result 
is the F.O.C. percentage. For example, if the balance point of a 20-inch arrow is located 2-inches in front of its center, the arrow’s F.O.C. 
percentage is 2 divided by 20, or 10%. All other flight factors being equal, shafts with an optimal F.O.C. percentage will fly most  
accurately. Based on our testing over the past 18 years, the optimal F.O.C. percentage lies between 13% and 16%. 

Arrow weIGhT
Lightweight Arrows / 350–400-grains 
While lightweight arrows shoot faster and flatter than standard-weight or heavyweight arrows, they generate less kinetic energy.  
They lose their speed and energy faster and absorb less bow energy than standard or heavy arrows, thereby increasing bow vibration, 
limb stress, and noise. Check your manufacturer’s arrow recommendations before selecting a light arrow. With lighter spines that carry 
less momentum, lightweight arrows are less stable, less accurate down range, and more easily deflected by wind, rain, and/or debris. 
Their major advantage is speed and trajectory. In favorable conditions and with a bow that can handle them, lightweight arrows can 
minimize yardage miscalculations.

Standard-weight Arrows / 400–435-grains  
Standard-weight arrows deliver an optimum blend of speed and kinetic energy, making them ideal all-purpose hunting arrows that meet 
most manufacturers’ requirements. Their weight allows them to absorb a higher percentage of a crossbow’s energy, thereby reducing 
vibration, stress, noise, and the likelihood of bow damage. Their increased weight makes them generate and retain more kinetic energy 
than lightweight arrows for improved accuracy and power down range. Their advantage is that their blend of speed  
and power makes them effective and suitable for nearly all hunting and shooting circumstances.

heavyweight Arrows / 435–750-grains  
While not as fast as lightweight or standard-weight arrows, heavyweight arrows generate the most kinetic energy, are more stable in 
flight, and shoot tighter groups down range. Their weight absorbs a high percentage of a crossbow’s energy, thereby reducing  
vibration, stress, noise, and the likelihood of any bow damage. They carry impressive momentum in flight and are, therefore, less likely 
to deflect due to wind, rain, and/or debris. While their rate of speed and kinetic energy dissipation is better than lightweight arrows, they, 
nevertheless, lose more trajectory down range, making judging distance more critical when using them. Their advantage is their power 
and stability and their superior accuracy at longer distances. They also are the ideal arrow for hunting the largest of big game.

Our Arrow Ballistics Program will arm you with all the information required to make the right arrow selection for the job at hand.  
Examine the test data we have provided for each arrow we sell. This information will help make you the best hunter in the woods.

TENPOINT ARROW BALLISTICS PROGRAM
what To Consider when Choosing Arrows
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Pro Lite Pro V22 Pro elite XX75  
Magnum

Full Metal 
Jacket

omni-brite Lighted 
nock Components

3-pack arrows with practice points HEA-460.3 HEA-522.3 HEA-620.3 HEA-002.3 HEA-840.3 —

6-pack arrows with practice points HEA-460.6 HEA-522.6 HEA-620.6 HEA-002.6 HEA-840.6 —

72-pack arrows HEA-460.72 HEA-522.72 HEA-620.72 HEA-002.72 HEA-840.72 —

3-pack Omni-Brite lighted arrows HEA-429.3 HEA-529.3 HEA-639.3 HEA-039.3 HEA-829.3 —

6-pack Omni-Brite lighted arrows HEA-429.6 HEA-529.6 HEA-639.6 HEA-039.6 HEA-829.6 —

3-pack (Omni-Brite lighted nock components) — — — — — HEA-369.3

6-pack (Omni-Brite lighted nock components) — — — — — HEA-369.6

6-pack receivers HEA-341.6 HEA-339.6 HEA-340.6 HEA-350.6 HEA-330.6 —

PUrChASe oPTIonS
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XX75 MAGnUM™ Aluminum Arrow
Standard-weight / 436-grains / balanced at 7% F.o.C.
The XX75 Magnum 20-inch, 2219 Easton® aluminum arrow is fletched slightly offset with AAE EP-40 
Elite Plastifletch 3 7/8" vanes. It is fitted with a 13-grain CPC carbon insert and TenPoint’s neon orange 
Superbrite Omni-Nock. Precision engineered by Easton®, Magnum shafts are inspected for straightness 
to within .003 and hand sorted for weight tolerance to within two grains per dozen.

7.6% loss of speed over 50-yds.

15.9% loss of KE over 50-yds. 

2.5-inch group at 50-yds.

As tested with our 185# draw-weight test bow

Pro eLITe™ Carbon Arrow
Standard-weight / 425-grains* / balanced at 13% F.o.C.
The Pro Elite 20-inch 22/64ths diameter Easton® carbon fiber arrow is fletched slightly offset with  
AAE EP-40 Elite Plastifletch 3 7/8" vanes. It is fitted with a 68-grain brass insert and TenPoint’s  
neon yellow Superbrite Omni-Nock. Precision engineered by Easton®, Pro Elite shafts are inspected for  
straightness to within .003 and hand-sorted for weight tolerance to within two grains per dozen.

8.9% loss of speed over 50-yds.

18.7% loss of KE over 50-yds. 

2-inch group at 50-yds.

As tested with our 185# draw-weight test bow

8.9% loss of speed over 50-yds.

18.7% loss of KE over 50-yds. 

2.25-inch group at 50-yds.

As tested with our 185# draw-weight test bow

Pro V22™ Carbon Arrow
Standard-weight / 420-grains* / balanced at 10.5% F.o.C.
The Pro V22™ 22-inch, 22/64ths diameter Easton® carbon fiber arrow is fletched slightly offset with 
Easton® BTV vanes. It is fitted with a 24-grain aluminum insert and TenPoint’s fluorescent fire orange 
Superbrite Omni-Nock. Precision engineered by Easton®, Pro V22 shafts are inspected for straightness to 
within .003 and hand sorted for weight tolerance to within two grains per dozen.

*With 100-grain field point or broadhead

7.6% loss of speed over 50-yds.

15.8% loss of KE over 50-yds. 

1-inch group at 50-yds.

As tested with our 185# draw-weight test bow

FULL MeTAL JACKeT™ Aluminum Arrow
heavyweight / 545-grains / balanced at 15% F.o.C.
The Full Metal Jacket™ 20-inch, 2219 Easton® arrow is fletched slightly offset with AAE EP-40 Elite 
Plastifletch 3 7/8" vanes and fitted with a 120-grain brass insert and white titanium dioxide Superbrite 
Omni-Nock. Precision engineered by Easton®, Full Metal Jacket shafts are inspected for straightness to 
within .003 and hand sorted for weight tolerance to within two grains per dozen.

Pro LITe™ Carbon Arrow
Lightweight / 370-grains* / balanced at 10% F.o.C.
The Pro Lite 20-inch 22/64ths diameter Easton® carbon fiber arrow is fletched slightly offset with 
Arizona Archery Enterprises, Inc. (AAE) EP-40 Elite Plastifletch 3 7/8" vanes. It is fitted with a 25-grain 
aluminum insert and TenPoint’s neon green Superbrite™ Omni-Nock.

Note: Do not use the Pro Lite arrow with most pre-2012 TenPoint Crossbows

11.9% loss of speed over 50-yds.

25.2% loss of KE over 50-yds. 

3-inch group at 50-yds.

As tested with our 185# draw-weight test bow
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CroSSbow ModeL STrInGS STrInG TwISTS CAbLeS CAbLe TwISTS

huntsman 1994-1997 HCA-117 13 Upgrade Required 13 (after upgrade)

huntsman 1998 HCA-117 13 HCA-126 Steel (no twists)

huntMaster (w/out yokes) 1994-1995 HCA-115 13 Upgrade Required 13 (after upgrade)

huntMaster (w/ yokes) 1995-1997 HCA-115 13 HCA-124 13

huntmaster TL-4 1998 HCA-115 13 HCA-124 13

458 Magnum 1996-1997 HCA-119 13 HCA-124 13

458 Magnum TL-4 1998-1999 HCA-115 13 HCA-124 13

woodsman/woodsman Plus/woodsman Se HCA-117 13 HCA-126 Steel (no twists)

Slider/Titan TL-7/Titan TL-4/Titan/Titan II/
Titan Se HCA-117 13 HCA-126 Steel (no twists)

Turbo extreme/Magnum extreme HCA-115 13 HCA-124 13

elite X-2/Magnum X-2/Stealth X-2/Turbo X-2 HCA-115 13 HCA-124 13

hybrid Lite/elite Lite HCA-115 13 HCA-124 13

Pro Fusion/Pro Slider/Titan hLX HCA-115 13 HCA-124 13

Pro elite/elite QX-4/elite/QX-4 HCA-115 13 HCA-124 13

Maverick hP/Pro elite hP/blazer hP/ 
Lazer hP HCA-115 13 HCA-124 13

Phantom Xtra/Phantom CLS/Shadow CLS/
defender CLS HCA-11607 16-18 HCA-12307 6-8

Carbon Xtra CLS/Carbon Fusion CLS HCA-11607 16-18 HCA-12307 6-8

Stealth XLT/Turbo XLT HCA-12110 14-16 HCA-12710 5-7

Turbo XLT II/Carbon elite XLT/Stealth SS HCA-12112 14-16 HCA-12912 9-11

Shadow Ultra-Lite/Tactical XLT HCA-12112-R Pre-twisted HCA-12912-R Pre-twisted

Titan Xtreme HCA-11712 14-16 HCA-12612 10-12

GT Curve/GT Flex/GT Mag HCA-12008 16-20 N/A N/A

Vapor HCA-11813 Pre-twisted* HCA-12813 Pre-twisted*

Venom HCA-12014 Pre-twisted** HCA-12514 Pre-twisted**

Note: When installing most cables, twist the bottom yoke (located at the end of each cable) four times and the top yoke one time.
*Twist the Vapor bottom yokes four full twists —  the string & cables are pre-twisted, and do not require additional twists.
**Twist the Shadow Ultra-Lite and Tactical XLT bottom yokes four full turns, and the top yoke one full turn.

STRING AND CABLE REFERENCE GUIDE
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TENPOINT TESTED. 
TENPOINT TOUGH.
We design, build, and test our crossbows here in the USA. Doing so  
enables us to control the process and to use the best parts and  
materials available, thereby guaranteeing a final product of  
uncompromising quality. 

Our rigorous testing standards have earned us a  
reputation for making some of the most durable and  
dependable products on the market. We validate all of  
our designs through a prototyping process that  
combines hands-on testing with automated  
cycle testing.

Our automated shooting simulator allows us to put  
thousands of shots on our bow assembly designs  
in a matter of days — so when the final product  
arrives on the shelves, it will meet  
your expectations.

Our goal at TenPoint Crossbow Technologies® is to be a  
world class manufacturer of products that are recognized as  
an industry standard for safety, precision engineering, durability,  
performance and power.

Two principles guide the operation of our company. First, quality  
cannot be compromised. Second, successful enterprise comes  
from sound business relationships built on mutual trust, respect  
and ethical behavior.

Our marketing objective is to build solid long-term relationships with our  
business partners and customers. We intend to achieve that goal by keeping  
our promises, responding quickly, operating consistently and remaining loyal.  
We promise to stand by our products, correct our errors, listen to suggestions  
and continuously look for ways to improve our methods of operation.  

Finally, we are committed to the care and conservation of our land, water and air;  
to the humane and responsible management of our wildlife and to the preservation  
and expansion of recreational shooting and hunting.

CORPORATE STATEMENT



Note: The proprietary products shown in this catalog are protected under the following TenPoint Crossbow Technologies’® patents and any patents pending:  
U.S. patent No’s. 5,553,596; 5,598,829; 5,649,520; 5,987,724; 6,095,128; 6,286,496 B1; 6,874,491; 6,913,007; 7,281,534; 7,455,059; 7,624,724; 7,661,418;  
7,677,233; 7,779,824; 7,832,386; 8,033,275; 8,061,339; 8,127,752; 8,161,956; 8,191,541; 8,220,445; 8,376,882; 8,434,463; 8,439,025; 8,469,012; 8,479,719;  
8,499,753; D679,773S; & 8,573,192.

Note: TenPoint Crossbow Technologies reserves the right to alter product specifications during any model year.

© Copyright 2014 TenPoint Crossbow Technologies®.

1325 Waterloo Road • Mogadore, OH 44260-9608
Phone: 330.628.9245 • Fax: 330.628.0999


